Character Traits

active - (busy, moving about, showing involvement or energy) lively; vigorous; energetic; dynamic; full of life; on the go; full of zip; effective;

adventurous (ad ven chur us) adj. daring; risky; bold; audacious; brave; exploratory; courageous; exciting; seeking; carefree; risk-taking; thrill-seeking; venturesome; adventuresome; risky

affable- (af fa ble) adj. (good-natured, friendly, and easy to talk to) easy going; pleasant; friendly; sociable; easygoing; jovial gregarious; cordial; warm

affected (influenced by something, moved emotionally, trying to impress, intended to impress) pretentious; exaggerated; artificial precious; unnatural
**affectionate** *(af fect ion ate)* **adj.** loving; demonstrative; warm; friendly; caring

**afraid** -frightened; scared; fearful; terrified; anxious; troubled; petrified

**ambitious** *(am bish us)* **adj.** having a strong desire for success; determined; go-getting; ruthless; striving; pushy; motivated; aspiring

**amiable** *(a mi a ble)* **adj.** friendly, pleasant; sociable; good-natured; agreeable; affable; cordial; likable

**angry**-annoyed; irritate; fuming; mad; livid; irate; heated; cross; furious; enraged; outraged; infuriated; wrathful indignant

**animated** *(an i mate)* **adj.** lively; energetic; vigorous; active; vibrant; vivacious; dynamic; enthusiastic; excited; sparkling; spirited
annoying (annoy ed) adj. causing irritation, anger or impatience; irritating; infuriating; bothersome; exasperating; aggravating; frustrating; grating

anxious (angk shuss) adj. feeling nervous or afraid something is going to happen; nervous; worried; concerned; uneasy; apprehensive; restless; fretful; fearful; eager; keen; enthusiastic; concerned; impatient; itching; intent; yearning

argumentative (argumen ta tive) adj. inclined to disagree; quarrelsome; confrontational; contrary; belligerent; aggressive; challenging

arrogant (ar ro gant) adj. feeling or showing self-importance and contempt or disregard for others; conceited; haughty; egotistical; bigheaded; superior; proud; overconfident; self-important; condescending; egotistic
astonished (a ston ished) adj. very surprised; carefully and with concentration; considerate or responsive; surprised; amazed; astounded; dumbfounded; flabbergasted; incredulous; overwhelmed; dazed; speechless; bewildered; shocked

babyish adj. childish; infantile; immature; naive

bewildered (be will der) adj. confuse or puzzle somebody; confused; puzzled; dazed bemused; befuddled; disconcerted; panicky; baffled; disoriented

blasé (blaa zay) adj. not impressed , unconcerned; nonchalant; cool; relaxed; unmoved; unconcerned; carefree; offhand; laid back
boorish (boor ish) adj. ill-mannered person, somebody who behaves in a crass, insensitive, way; rude; ill-mannered; impolite; coarse; rough; uncouth; crude; ignorant

bored - uninterested; tired; jaded; fed up; bored to tears; uninterested; tired

bossy - domineering; officious; dominant; dictatorial; interfering; overbearing authoritarian; authoritative

brave - courageous; valiant; heroic; bold; daring; fearless; plucky

brilliant (brill yent) adj. extremely bright or radiant, vivid, splendid, or intelligent / talented
busy - full; eventful; demanding; hectic; active; hardworking; diligent; industrious; occupied; harried; engaged

calm - tranquil; peaceful; quiet; still; cool; composed; unruffled; serene; relaxed

**candid** *(kan did)* adj. honest in a direct way; frank; open; honest; truthful; sincere; blunt; straight; outspoken; forthright; straightforward; up-front

**capable** *(kay pab l)* adj. doing something well, able to do particular thing, liable to something, legally competent; accomplished; talented; proficient; skilled; gifted; adept; skillful; clever; qualified; efficient; able; competent

careful - cautious; wary; vigilant; watchful; alert; suspicious; thorough; meticulous; painstaking; particular; precise; conscientious; fastidious; prudent; sensible; judicious; wise; deft; protective; caring
caustic (caustic) adj. sarcastic, to mock, offend, or belittle somebody; biting; sarcastic; unkind; scathing

cautious (kaw shus) adj. careful, thoughtfulness, restraint, and lack of haste; careful; watchful; thoughtful; alert; vigilant; guarded; wary; restrained; precautious; prudent

charismatic (kar riz mat ik) adj. possessing great powers of charm or influence; magnetic; compelling; alluring; fascinating; captivating; charming; appealing

charming (charm ing) adj. delightful or fascinating; delightful; amiable; attractive; appealing; pleasant; polite; charismatic; fascinating; enchaniting; persuasive; captivating; alluring; enthralling; entrancing; magnetic; enticing
**cheerful** - cheery; jolly; smiling; jovial; sunny; chirpy; jaunty; gleeful; optimistic; positive; lively

**childish** - childlike; juvenile; innocent; immature; irresponsible; silly; self-indulgent; babyish; infantile; juvenile

**clever** - ingenious; shrewd; astute; crafty; cunning; bright; intelligent; knowledgeable; quick; witty; brainy; sharp; alert; skillful; talented; gifted; able

**clumsy** - awkward; inept; ungainly; gawky; inelegant; blundering; heavy handed

**coarse** *(kawrss)* adj. rough, vulgar, inferior
cold-hearted - cruel; callous; ruthless; unfeeling; uncaring; hardhearted
remorseless unsympathetic; cold; cold-blooded; brutal; compassionless;
unforgiving; hard-hearted

compassionate (kom pash net) adj. showing sympathy; sympathetic;
empathetic; feeling; concerned; kind; kindhearted; considerate; gentle;
benevolent

complacent (kom play sent) adj. satisfied, eager to please; satisfied;
self-satisfied; smug; unworried; content; contented; self-righteous

conceited (kon seeted) adj. too proud, showing a high opinion of your
own qualities or abilities, creatively witty, imaginative; proud; vain; smug;
arrogant; superior; stuck-up; snobbish; self-satisfied; big-headed;
narcissistic
concerned – worried; anxious; troubled; afraid; disturbed; alarmed; fretful; apprehensive; uneasy; nervous; upset

confident – self-assured; poised; self-confident; self-reliant; cool; sure; certain; convinced

confused – disordered; muddled; chaotic; tangled; puzzled; perplexed; baffled; mystified; bewildered; befuddled

conscientious (kon shee en shuss) adj. showing great care, attention in carrying out a task or role; careful; thorough; meticulous; painstaking; reliable; diligent; hardworking punctilious; scrupulous; industrious; attentive; dependable; honorable; upstanding; honest

considerate – thoughtful; kind; understanding; caring; selfless; attentive; respectful; mindful
cooperative - obliging; helpful; supportive; accommodating; willing; compliant; collaborative

courageous - brave; daring; bold; gutsy; spirited; plucky; audacious; dauntless; fearless; intrepid

cowardly - gutless; spineless; weak; craven; faint-hearted

crafty (krat tee) adj. cunning (using or involving cunning or trickery to deceive other people); sneaky; sly; shrewd; devious

critical - tending to find fault with somebody; giving comments or judgments; extremely important because of being or happening at a time of trouble or danger
Cross (krawss) adj. angry; irritated; angry; irritable; annoyed; cantankerous; bad-tempered; snappy; cranky

cruel - merciless, bringing about pain and distress; unkind; mean; nasty; brutal; malicious; spiteful; vindictive; merciless; vicious; heartless; ruthless; harsh; callous

cultured (kul cherd) adj. educated and sophisticated; refined; educated; well-educated; cultivated; civilized; sophisticated

curious - inquisitive; inquiring; snooping; questioning; probing; nosey; prying; intriguing

dangerous - unsafe; hazardous; risky; treacherous; perilous; precarious; chancy; daring; threatening; dodgy
daring – bold; brave; audacious; courageous; enterprising; intrepid heroic; adventurous; valiant’ gallant; dauntless; plucky

dauntless (dawntless) adj. unable to be frightened or discouraged; resolute; determined; confident; intrepid; fearless; bold; undaunted; valiant; heroic; daring

decisive (di sissiv) adj. settling something, able to make definite decisions; conclusive; pivotal; key; critical; significant; crucial; vital; influential; important; convincing; authoritative; strong-minded; resolute; determined; certain; clear-sighted; focused; purposeful; firm; clear-thinking

dependable (di pend a ble) adj. reliable, able to be trusted or depended on; reliable; trustworthy; loyal; faithful; steady; responsible; steadfast

determined –feeling or showing firmness or a fixed purpose; strong-minded; resolute; gritty; single-minded; unwavering; firm; untiring; heroic
diligent (dil i gent) adj. persistent & hard-working; industrious; meticulous; conscientious; thorough; attentive; careful; persistent

discouraged - disheartened; dispirited; downcast; depressed; dejected; low; melancholy; hopeless; gloomy unenthusiastic

discreet (di skreet) adj. tactful, good at keeping secrets, subtle and unobtrusive; ensuring that no undue attention is attracted; inconspicuous; subtle; unnoticeable; unobtrusive; tasteful; understated; modest; tactful cautious; diplomatic; judicious; prudent; reserved

dishonest - deceitful; untruthful fraudulent; corrupt; unfair; insincere; underhand; misleading
dismayed (diss may) adj. discourage somebody, alarm somebody; discouraged; disheartened; demoralized; downcast; intimidated; depressed; perturbed; distressed; disappointed

disparaging (di spar rij ing) adj. expressing disapproval (contemptuous); pained; withering; reproachful; disapproving; weary; long-suffering; critical; nitpicking; judgmental; unsympathetic; derogatory; fault-finding; unfavorable; scornful;

disrespectful (dis ri spekt) adj. lack of respect for someone or something; rude; impolite; bad-mannered; discourteous; insolent; impertinent; ill-mannered; cheeky

dissatisfied - disgruntled; displeased; discontented; disappointed; unhappy; frustrated
distressed extremely upset, anxious, or unhappy; distraught; troubled; concerned; worried; anxious; unhappy; bothered; anguished; tormented; miserable

domineering (dom i neer ing) adj. tyrannical or overbearing; bossy; dominant; overbearing; authoritarian; forceful; overassertive; assertive

doubtful - unsure; uncertain; hesitant; undecided; disbelieving; cynical; suspicious

dutiful (du ti ful) adj. meeting obligations, obedient; well- behaved; submissive; compliant; loyal; devoted; respectful

eager - keen; enthusiastic; excited; ready; willing; impatient; fervent; zealous
**easygoing** - relaxed; laid-back; tolerant; carefree; lackadaisical; mellow

**effervescent** *(ef fer ves cent)* adj. bubbly, vivacious—highly excited; vibrant; animated

**efficient** *(i fish nt)* adj. well organized, able to function without waste; well-organized; effectual; effective; competent; resourceful; proficient; capable; able; professional; useful; helpful

**eloquent** *(ell o kwent)* adj. speaking beautifully, expressing emotion clearly; expressive; fluent; articulate; powerful; moving; well-expressed

**embarrassed** - uncomfortable; self-conscious; ashamed; nervous; mortified; humiliated
encouraging  give somebody hope or confidence, urge somebody to do something; hopeful; heartening; cheering; inspiring; reassuring; promising; positive; boosting; uplifting

energetic  displaying great vigor or force; active; bouncing; peppy; animated; spirited; robust; enthusiastic; lively; vigorous; brisk; bouncy; vigorous; dynamic

enthusiastic  showing passionate interest or eagerness in something; excited; keen; eager; passionate; fervent; animated; wholehearted; aflame; afire

exacting  requiring concentration and strict attention to detail, demanding hard work and great effort; demanding; challenging; rigorous; thorough; testing; tough
excited - eager; enthusiastic; thrilled; animated; motivated; eager; energized; eager; enthusiastic; thrilled; animated; motivated

expert - skilled; skillful; proficient; professional; knowledgeable; adept; specialist; authority; professional; whizz

exuberant (ig zooberent) adj. full of enthusiasm, abundant, lavish

facetious (fa si us) adj. trying to be funny in a way that is not appropriate; silly; foolish; flippant; inappropriate; lighthearted; playful; humorous; witty; amusing; funny; comical

fair- reasonable or unbiased; reasonable; just; fair-minded; open-minded; impartial; rational; unbiased; objective; honest; average; run-of-the-mill; mediocre
faithful - loyal; devoted; trustworthy; dependable; reliable; dedicated

fanciful - led by imagination rather than realism and practicality; imaginary; whimsical; unbelievable; unlikely; bizarre; spectacular; invented

fearless - courageous; intrepid; bold; unafraid; daring; plucky; valiant; brave; heroic; confident; audacious

fidgety - restless, moving around nervously; twitchy; squirmy; uneasy; restless; nervous; jumpy; jittery; unstill

fierce (ferss) adj. aggressive, showing anger; deeply and intensely felt; ferocious; brutal; aggressive; severe; stern; vicious; furious; intense; extreme; raging; powerful; profound; deep; strong; passionate; defiant; forceful
**finicky** *(fin ik ee)* adj. difficult to please, tending to concentrate on small or unimportant details; fastidious; fussy; picky; choosy; pernickety; particular

**foolish** - silly; unwise; imprudent; thoughtless; irrational; crazy; rash; reckless; idiotic

**formal** - official, methodical (done in an organized and precise manner)

**fortunate** - lucky; privileged; prosperous; blessed; well-off; auspicious

**frank** - expressing a true opinion; showing openness and bluntness; pleasing honest; openly expressed

**friendly** - welcoming; approachable; outgoing; responsive; sociable; open; pleasant; affable; gracious
frustrated – unfulfilled; irritated; unsatisfied; upset; angry; exasperated; discouraged; perturbed

funny – humorous; hilarious; amusing; comical; witty; facetious; uproarious

garrulous (gar ru less) adj. talking too much; pointlessly talkative; wordy- using many or too many words; talkative; chatty; loquacious

generous – substantial; lavish; bighearted

gentle – mild; clam; kind; tender; placid (easygoing-good-natured); temperate

giddy – extremely happy and excited (elated); not sensible (act impulsively or behave foolishly)
**giving** - charitable; philanthropic; generous; openhanded; benevolent; bountiful

**glamorous** - stylish; fashionable; trendy; glitzy; dazzling; splendid; beautiful; alluring; enchanting; stunning; attractive; elegant; gorgeous; sophisticated

**gloomy** - uninterested outlook on life; depressed; melancholy; glum; pessimistic; dismal

**glum** - quietly melancholic or miserable; gloomy; blue; sad; negative; depressed; dreary

**grateful** - thankful; appreciative; obliged; indebted
greedy - avaricious; materialistic

gregarious (gre gar ee us) adj. very friendly; sociable; outgoing; sociable; social; extroverted; expressive; companionable

grouchy - complaining; testy; grumpy; crabby; peevish; cantankerous; irritable; cranky; snappish

grumpy - irritable; bad-tempered; cranky; cantankerous; sullen; ill-tempered; grouchy; complaining; cross; petulant; crabby; sulky; testy; snappy

gullible (gul li bl) adj. tending to trust and believe people, and therefore easily tricked or deceived

happy - content; pleased; cheerful; blissful; delighted; cheery; jovial
hardy - robust; resilient; enduring; strong; resistant; tough

harrried - stressed (looking or feeling tired and annoyed); bothered; agitated; hassled; stressed; distraught; aggravated; irritated; worried

harsh - severely critical, rigid in manner, punitive (exacting to the point), unpleasant to the senses

hateful - horrible; detestable; vile; odious; terrible; unbearable; intolerable; revolting; repulsive

haughty - behaving in a superior, condescending, or arrogant way
helpful - obliging; cooperative; accommodating; supportive; useful; beneficial

honest - truthful; authentic; frank; candid; straightforward; direct; open; sincere; law-abiding; honorable; moral

hopeful - confident; expectant; optimistic; positive; encouraged; buoyant; anticipative; promising; encouraging; aspiring; prospective

hopeless - unable to succeed or improve, or unable to be resolved, helped, or cured; feeling or showing no hope; showing a complete lack of ability, competence, or efficiency

hospitable - friendly, welcoming, and generous to guests or strangers; welcoming; friendly; warm; open; generous; kind; cordial; sociable
humble- modest and unassuming in attitude and behavior, respectful; low in rank; modest; unassuming; retiring; meek; unpretentious; shy; meek; obsequious(submissive)

humorous- funny, witty; amusing; entertaining; hilarious; jokey; witty; comical

ignorant- lacking knowledge or education, unaware of something; unaware; uninformed; ill-informed; unfamiliar; oblivious; unknowing; inexperienced; illiterate; bad-mannered; impolite; inconsiderate

imaginative- good at thinking of new ideas or at visualizing things that have never been seen or experienced directly; new and original; creative; inventive; original; ingenious; inspired; artistic; resourceful; visionary; inspirational

immaculate- absolutely clean & neat; showing faultless perfection; spotless; perfect; tidy; spick-and-span; perfect; flawless; impeccable
**Immature** - childish (lacking the wisdom or emotional development usually associated with adults); young; undeveloped; juvenile; childish

**Impartial** - having no direct involvement or interest and not favoring one person or side more than another; neutral; fair; unbiased; independent; objective; detached; unprejudiced; open-minded

**Impatient** - annoyed at waiting; eager; easily annoyed; irritated; edgy; intolerant; exasperated; aggravated; irked; touchy; hasty; impulsive

**Impolite** - rude (not showing proper manners or respect); bold; brazen; impertinent; sassy; insolent; rude; disrespectful; impolite; ill-mannered; cheeky
impudent - rude (showing a lack of respect and excessive boldness); bold; brazen; impertinent; sassy; insolent; rude; disrespectful; impolite; ill-mannered; cheeky

impulsive - spontaneous; inclined to act on sudden urges; unwary; thoughtless; impetuous; imprudent; spontaneous; reckless; hasty

inactive - not taking action; lazy or sedentary; slothful; indolent; sluggish; deskbound; lethargic; quiet; stationary; unmoving; immobile

independent - showing confidence in oneself; self-governing; self-determining; neutral objective; unprejudiced; unbiased

industrious - working diligently (hard-working, conscientious, and energetic); hard-working; busy; productive; conscientious; active; energetic
**Inimitable** - impossible to imitate; unique matchless; unmatched; incomparable; peerless

**Innocent** - uncorrupted, naïve (more trusting than most people through lack of experience of life or failure to recognize the motives of others)

**Insipid** - (in sip id) dull (lacking in character and lively qualities); bland; wishy-washy; characterless; colorless; tame; unexciting; uninteresting; boring; lifeless; trite;

**Insistent** - (persistent in maintaining or demanding something) adamant; firm; persistent; unrelenting; resolute; persevering; demanding; clamorous; imperative

**Insolent** - disrespectful (showing an aggressive lack of respect in speech or behavior); impudent; impertinent; rude; audacious; disrespectful; cheeky; brazen
intelligent - sensible or rational (showing or resulting from an ability to think and understand things clearly and logically)

intrepid - fearless (courageous and bold); fearless; bold; courageous; valiant; heroic; daring; gallant; resolute; audacious; plucky; dauntless; brave

jealous - envious (feeling bitter and unhappy because of another’s advantages, possessions, or luck); suspicious of rivals; watchful; demanding exclusive loyalty or adherence

jovial - cheerful in mood or disposition

keen - sensitive, intense and lively, quick to understand things; eager and willing to do something
lackadaisical (without enthusiasm, energy or effort) careless; lazy; halfhearted; laissez-faire; lax; apathetic

languid- lacking vigor and energy; moving in a slow sluggish manner

lazy - indolent; idle; lethargic; languid; sluggish; slothful; lax

lively - energetic; sparkling; active; animated; dynamic; sprightly; bouncy; vivacious; bubbly; spirited

logical- based on facts, clear rational thought, and sensible reasoning; able to come to rational conclusions
**lonely** - isolated; secluded; deserted; remote; lonesome; alone; friendless; abandoned

**loquacious** -(lo kway shus) talkative (tending to talk a great deal); garrulous; chatty; verbose; wordy; long-winded

**loving** - affectionate; tender; fond; devoted; adoring; warm; doting; benevolent

**loyal** - faithful trustworthy; devoted; reliable; dependable; steadfast; dedicated; constant

**lucky** - fortunate; blessed

**malicious** - deliberately harmful (motivated by or resulting from a desire to cause harm or pain to another)
**mature** - acting or seeming like an adult; showing qualities gained by development and experience

**mean** - nasty; unkind; cruel; malicious; despicable; shameful; wretched

**meticulous** - extremely careful and precise

**mischievous** - playfully naughty or troublesome; intended to tease or cause trouble-usually in fun or without much malice; full of mischief (teasing, playing tricks, or causing trouble)

**moody** - unpredictably grumpy or gloomy (tending to change mood from cheerful to bad-tempered); displaying emotions, especially unhappiness or anger
**mysterious** - secretive; strange; full of mystery

**naïve** - having or showing an excessively simple and trusting view of the world and human nature, often as a result of youth and inexperience; not shrewd or sophisticated; uncomplicated or refreshingly innocent

**negligent** (neg li gent) adj. habitually careless or irresponsible; careless; inattentive; remiss; lax; nonchalant; relaxed; informal; indifferent

**nervous** - having a feeling of dread or apprehension; easily worried or frightened (timid); anxious; worried; edgy; jumpy; panicky; tense; uneasy

**noisy** - loud; deafening; earsplitting; piercing; raucous(unpleasantly loud); strident(loudly, strongly, or urgently expressed); boisterous; blaring
obedient – carrying out, or willing to carry out, instructions, or submitting to somebody’s will or authority (doing as told); dutiful; respectful; docile

obliging – willing to be helpful or do favors; helpful; kind; considerate; cooperative; courteous

obnoxious – very offensive and unpleasant; loathsome; hateful; horrible; insufferable; intolerable; detestable; unbearable; abhorrent; despicable

obsequious – (ob seek wee us) adj. excessively eager to please or obey (submissive); compliant

observant – paying such careful attention that little or nothing is unnoticed; sharp-eyed; alert; attentive; watchful; vigilant; perceptive
obstinate – determined not to agree with other people’s wishes or accept their suggestions (stubborn); unwilling to change or give up something such as an idea or attitude

opinionated – always ready to express opinions and tending to hold to them stubbornly, unreasonably dismissing other people’s views; prejudiced; dogmatic; intolerant; narrow-minded; biased; rigid

optimistic – tending to take a hopeful and positive view of future outcomes; hopeful; positive; bright; cheerful; expectant; enthusiastic; confident

peaceful – nonviolent; passive; diplomatic; calm

pensive – thinking deeply about something, especially in a sad or serious manner; thoughtful; thinking; brooding; pondering; contemplative; preoccupied; absorbed; engrossed; reflective
persevering - to carry on steadily in an action or belief, usually over a long period and especially despite problems or difficulties; determined; resolute; tenacious; obstinate; stubborn; staunch; diligent; tireless; enduring; insistent; unwavering; resolved; steadfast; purposeful; single-minded; persistent; dedicated devoted; driven; adamant; firm

persistent - continuing despite problems; incessant or unrelenting; tenacious; determined; obstinate; insistent; stubborn; tireless; untiring; steadfast; incessant; constant; relentless; enduring; determined

pessimistic - somebody who always expects the worst to happen; negative; cynical; doubtful; distrustful; gloomy; glum; unenthusiastic
**petulant** - ill-tempered or sulky in a peevish manner; sulky; crabby; grumpy; sullen; moody; cantankerous; huffy; snappish; irritable; grouchy; ill-tempered; touchy; testy; querulous

**picky** - hard to please, having inflexible likes and dislikes; particular; fussy; fastidious; demanding; selective; finicky; persnickety; meticulous; scrupulous; exacting; choosy

**pleasant** - good-natured, friendly, kind

**polite** - well-mannered; civil; gracious; courteous respectful; mannerly refined; cultured; sophisticated; polished; elegant; genteel poised

**pompous** - having an excessive sense of self importance, usually displayed through exaggerated seriousness or stateliness in speech or manner (self-important)
**popular** - well-liked; accepted; admired; trendy; fashionable

**positive** - optimistic; confident; constructive; helpful; encouraging; upbeat

**precise** - exact or detailed; very careful about small details, especially of correct behavior; detailed; accurate; specific; particular; clear-cut; defined; meticulous; scrupulous; careful; fastidious

**proud** - arrogant, having an exaggerated opinion of personal worth or abilities; honored; dignified; honorable; conceited; pompous; self-righteous; big-headed; superior; smug
punctilious (pungk tilee us) adj. fastidious, showing great care in small details; careful about correct behavior and etiquette; scrupulous; painstaking; meticulous; conscientious; thorough; proper

puzzled - confused and slightly baffled by something that is difficult to understand or unexpected, slightly mystified

quarrelsome - argumentative; cantankerous; difficult; irritable; petulant; confrontational; grouchy; hot-tempered

quick - alert, demonstrating alertness or sharp perception; quick-thinking; sharp-witted; shrewd; astute; intelligent; clever; agile; nimble; lively; vivacious

quiet - silent; noiseless; inaudible; discreet; unobtrusive; tranquil; serene; peaceful; trouble-free; straightforward uncomplicated; modest; understated
**rambunctious** - unruly; noisy, very active, and hard to control, usually as a result of excitement for youthful energy; high-spirited; lively; rowdy; disorderly; boisterous

**rash** - thoughtless and impetuous) acting with, resulting from or characteristic of thoughtless, acting on the spur of the moment behavior; hasty; impulsive; reckless; impetuous; thoughtless; foolish; sudden; careless; imprudent; injudicious

**rational** - reasonable and sensible; able to think clearly with reason and logic; lucid; balance; sensible; reasonable; logical; realistic; sound; wise; judicious

**refined** - cultured and polite; sophisticated and effective; sophisticated; advanced; superior; polished; distinguished; experienced; cultured; gracious; cultivated
**reliable** - dependable; able to be trusted to be accurate or to provide a correct result; consistent; steadfast; unswerving; unfailing; trustworthy

**relieved** - pleased; comforted; calmed; thankful; reassured; thankful

**religious** - spiritual; devout; pious; thorough; conscientious; faithful; reliable; loyal

**respectful** - reverent; humble; dutiful; considerate; polite

**responsible** - accountable; answerable; dependable; conscientious; trustworthy; sensible; mature

**responsive** - receptive; open; approachable; reactive; alert
restless - fidgety; twitchy; agitated; edgy; impatient

retiring - introverted; shy; timid; modest; humble

risk-taking - adventuresome; carefree; daring; thrill-seeking; exciting; venturesome; adventurous; bold audacious; brave; exploratory; courageous

rowdy - disorderly; unruly; noisy; loud; raucous; disruptive; boisterous; wild

rude - impolite; discourteous; bad-mannered; insolent; uncouth; offensive; ill-mannered; vulgar; boorish; disrespectful; foul; crude offensive obscene

safe - harmless; benign; innocent; sheltered; unscathed; reliable; dependable; trustworthy; careful; cautious; prudent
sarcastic – ironic; mocking; cynical; caustic

satisfied – content; fulfilled; happy; pleased

saucy – sassy; rude; cheeky; impertinent (showing a bold or rude lack of respect, especially to a superior); impudent (showing a lack of respect)

scared – fearful; afraid; terrified; petrified; nervous alarmed; worried; anxious; timid

scornful – contemptuous (feeling or expressing great contempt for somebody or something); disdainful; disrespectful; mocking; derisive; disparaging; sneering

secretive – private; enigmatic (puzzling); mysterious; reticent; cagey; guarded; cautious; reserved
secure - safe; protected; locked; sheltered; confident; assured; self-confident; self-assured; dependable; steady; reliable; stable

sedate - dignified; calm; demure; serene; stately; placid; composed; OR unexciting; dull; slow-moving

self-centered -(thinking only of oneself) selfish; egocentric; egotistical; narcissistic

selfish - self-centered; self-seeking; self-interested; egotistical; egotistic; egocentric; greedy

self-reliant - independent; self-sufficient; self-confident; self-starting; resourceful; enterprising
**Sensitive** - thoughtful; sympathetic; understanding; perceptive; considerate; caring; hypersensitive (thin-skinned): touchy; easily upset

**Shrewd** - astute; sharp; smart; perceptive; discerning; insightful; wise; clever; intelligent; cunning; crafty; sharp-witted; canny; sensible; judicious; well-judged; discriminating

**Silly** - mindless; trivial; ridiculous; impractical; childish; juvenile; daft

**Sincere** - genuine; honest; truthful; heartfelt; frank; open; candid; authentic

**Skillful** - clever; skilled; expert; adept competent; proficient

**Sly** - crafty; cunning; knowing; nifty; clever; artful; shrewd; ingenious; astute; skillful; devious; underhand; deceitful; tricky; dishonest
**smart** - keen; clever; shrewd; canny; elegant; tidy; stylish; chic; well-dressed; dapper; dashing; fashionable; trendy; glamorous; glitzy ritzy; swanky; lively; vigorous; energetic; intelligent; brainy; **OR** insolent; rude; facetious; disrespectful; impertinent; sarcastic

**sneaky** - sly; devious; shifty; underhand; mean; tricky; duplicitious (double-dealing - two faced-deceptive)

**snobbish** - stuck-up; snobby; snooty; superior; arrogant; conceited; condescending; pretentious patronizing

**sociable** - friendly; outgoing; gregarious; affable; cordial; jovial; amiable; jolly; lively; warm; cheerful; hospitable
stingy - miserly; sparing; grudging; mean; tightfisted penny-pinching; ungenerous

stolid -( not excitable) solemn, unemotional; impassive; unresponsive; dull emotionless; indifferent; insensitive; slow-witted

strange - odd; bizarre; outlandish; eccentric; weird; extraordinary; peculiar; abnormal; unexpected; inexplicable; surprising; funny astonishing; perplexing; incomprehensible; puzzling; enigmatic; different; novel; new

strict - severe; firm; stern; harsh; stringent; austere; authoritarian; exacting; rigorous; precise; meticulous

stubborn - persistent; dogged; tenacious; persevering; determined; obstinate; immovable; inflexible; willful; pigheaded
studious - serious; reflective; bookish; scholarly; academic; intellectual; brainy; diligent; industrious; meticulous; hard-working; purposeful

suave - (polite and charming in a way that seems insincere) or (pleasingly dressed) smooth; polished; polite; formal; impeccable; luxurious; well-off gracious (condescending, haughty, snooty, superior, patronizing); sophisticated; mannerly; debonair; courteous

sullen - (showing bad temper or hostility by a refusal to talk, behave sociably, or cooperate cheerfully) angry; grim; gloomy; bad-tempered; surly; brooding; grim; gray; dark; somber; dull

supercilious - (sooper silee us) arrogant; condescending; contemptuous; haughty; disdainful patronizing; scornful; pompous; superior; snooty; stuck-up; snobbish
superstitious - believing in superstitions

surly - bad-tempered, unfriendly, rude, and somewhat threatening; gruff; brusque; abrupt; curt; rude; impolite; discourteous; disagreeable; grumpy; short-tempered; irritable boorish; crabby; grouchy

suspicious - inclined or tending to believe that something is wrong; doubtful distrustful; mistrustful; apprehensive; wary; disbelieving; guarded; skeptical; doubting; dubious; leery; fishy; shady; shifty; iffy; dodgy; questionable; unreliable

sweet - lovable; charming; engaging; appealing; attractive; delightful; adorable; considerate; amiable; friendly; good-natured; softhearted; accommodating; obliging
taciturn - silent; reserved; aloof; cold; distant; quiet; introverted; uncommunicative; shy; reticent

tactful (having or showing concern about upsetting or offending people) diplomatic; discreet; sensitive; delicate; thoughtful; considerate; perceptive; insightful; polite

talented - (an unusual natural ability to do something well) gifted; able; brilliant; capable; clever

talkative - chatty; loquacious; garrulous; conversational

tasteful - discerning; discriminating; sophisticated; refined; stylish; classy; attractive; elegant; chic; beautiful
tenacious - (determined or stubborn) tending to stick firmly to any decision, plan, or opinion without changing or doubting it; stubborn; obstinate; resolute; firm; persistent; insistent; steadfast; inflexible

tense - anxious; nervous; stressed; edgy; worried; jumpy; apprehensive; nerve-racking; worrying; nail-biting

terrified - frightened; horrified; scared; petrified; shocked; alarmed

thankful - grateful, appreciative, gratified, obliged, beholden, pleased; content; satisfied

thoughtful - considerate; caring; attentive; kindhearted; deep in thought; contemplative; reflective; introspective; pensive (thinking deeply about something in a sad or serious manner)
thoughtless – inconsiderate; unkind; insensitive; tactless; rude; impolite; unthinking absentminded; careless; negligent

thrifty (careful with money and resources- managing money and resources in a cautious and sensible ways so as to waste as little as possible) frugal; economical; careful; cautious; prudent; sparing

timid (demonstrating a lack of courage or self-assurance) unassertive; nervous; shy fearful; timorous; bashful; cowardly; tentative; apprehensive; hesitant

tolerant (accepting the differing views of other people) accepting; easygoing; lenient; open-minded; understanding; broad-minded; patient; relaxed
touchy - sensitive; quick-tempered; prickly; impatient; petulant; cantankerous; grumpy; moody; sulky; huffy; cranky; irritable; sensitive

trusting - gullible; credulous; believing; unquestioning; naïve; innocent

trustworthy - dependable; reliable; responsible; truthful; honest; constant; honorable

uncontrolled - wild; abandoned; unrestrained; hysterical; frenzied

uncouth (behaving in an ill-mannered or unrefined way) rude; uncivilized; bad-mannered; coarse; vulgar improper; impolite

unfriendly - (behaving in an obviously cold or hostile way) cold; distant; surly; frosty; unsociable; inhospitable; antagonistic
unruly  (difficult to control, manage, discipline, or govern) boisterous; disruptive; disorderly; rowdy; disobedient; wild; uncontrollable; unmanageable; willful

unscrupulous  (not restrained by moral or ethical principles) dishonest; unprincipled; corrupt; crooked; immoral; deceitful; devious; ruthless

unselfish  - (putting the general good or the needs or interests of others first) generous; selfless; noble; thoughtful considerate

upset  - distressed; disappointed distraught; dismayed; troubled saddened; wounded; offended; hurt; disturbed; unhappy

useful  - valuable; beneficial; suitable; advantageous; helpful; practical; functional; constructive; valuable; nifty; effective; informative
**valiant**  (brave and steadfast)  courageous; heroic; fearless; noble; gallant; intrepid; bold

**versatile**  (able to move easily from one subject, task, or skill to another)  changeable; multipurpose; adaptable; handy; resourceful; multitalented

**vivacious**  (lively and high-spirited)  vibrant; bubbly cheerful; spirited; energetic; chirpy; effervescent; animated

**vulgar**  (crude or indecent, showing a lack of taste or reasonable moderation, lacking in courtesy and manners)  bad-mannered uncouth; discourteous; unrefined; ill-mannered boorish; offensive; improper; naughty; coarse; tasteless; brash; brassy; outlandish; ostentatious (showy-flamboyant-grandiose)
**Warm** - sincere; heartfelt; deep; earnest; wholehearted; warm-hearted; friendly; genial; passionate; enthusiastic; zealous; welcoming; amiable; affectionate; loving; tender; cordial

**Weak** - feeble, frail, puny; scrawny; pathetic; fragile; drained; exhausted; defenseless; helpless; cowardly; spineless; weak-willed; corruptible; timid

**Whimsical** (imaginative and impulsive, slightly odd or playfully humorous in an endearing way, behaving in a way impossible to predict)  fanciful; quirky; imaginative; original; creative; impulsive; playful humorous; witty; quaint; erratic(unpredictable); random; flighty

**Wise** - astute; intelligent; prudent; sensible; judicious; clever; shrewd; knowledgeable; learned; informed; cunning; crafty; sly; artful
witty - (using clever words, strikingly clever, stylish or original in design or execution) amusing; humorous; funny entertaining; clever; sharp

worried - concerned; anxious; apprehensive; nervous; bothered; troubled; vexed; upset; agitated; agonized; stewed; fussied; pestered; bothered; troubled